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ABSTRACT 
Let K, denote the set of all n X n nonnegative matrices whose entries have sum 
II, and let cp be a real function on K, defined by cp(X)=Il~==,Z~=,xij + 
lly=,Z:=,xij-perX for X=[xij] EK,. A matrix AE K, is called a p-maximizing 
matrix on K, if cp( A) > q(X) for all X E K,. It is conjectured that J,, = [l/n] nxn is 
the unique cpmaximizing matrix on K,. In this note, the following are proved: (i) If A 
is a positive cpmaximizing matrix, then A = J,,. (ii) If A is a row stochastic cpmaximiz- 
ing matrix, then A = J, . (iii) Every row sum and every column sum of a cpmaximizing 
matrix lies between 1 - dm and 1 + (n - l)dm. (iv) For any p.s.d. 
symmetric A E K,, q(A) < 2 - nl/n” with equality iff A = 1,. (v) ‘p attains a strict 
local maximum on K, at J,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n X n real nonnegative matrix is called a row (column) stochastic 
matrix if all the row sums (column sums) are equal to 1. A matrix which is 
both row stochastic and column stochastic is called a doubly stochastic 
matrix. Let Q,, denote the set of all n X n doubly stochastic matrices, and let 
I,, be the n X n matrix all of whose entries are l/n. As usual, the permanent 
of a matrix A will be denoted by per A. For the minimization of the 
permanent on the set Q,, we have a 
THEOREM (van der Waerden and EgoryEev [l]). For any A E Q2,, 
n! 
perA>;, 
with equality if and only if A = I,,. 
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Throughout this note, let K, denote the set of all n x ta real nonnegative 
matrices X = [xii] with 
i 2 xij=n, 
i=r j=l 
and let ‘p denote a real valued function on K, defined by 
T(X)zifI,, IfI xij+ I? t Xij-PerX 
j=l j=l i=l 
for X = [xi j] E K ,,. A matrix A E K n will be called a cpmaximizing matrix on 
K, if cp(A)>,cp(X)forall XEK,. Foreach k=l,2,..., let 6,=k!/kk. 
Among several problems and conjectures concerning the permanent func- 
tion, there is one which is apparently due to E. Dittert: 
CONJECTURE [2, Conjecture 281. For any X E K,, 
with equality if and only if X = 1,. 
Recently, R. Sinkhorn [4] has proved that a cpmaximizing matrix on K, 
has a positive permanent, and that the conjecture is true for n = 2. 
In this note we investigate some properties of pmaximizing matrices on 
K, which may support the conjecture and settle the conjecture for a subclass 
of K,, namely: 
(i) If A is a positive cpmaximizing matrix on K,, then A = J,. 
(ii) If A is a row stochastic cpmaximizing matrix on K,, then A = _I,. 
(iii) If A is a cpmaximizing matrix with ith row sum ri and jth column 
sum cj, i, j = 1,. . . , n, then 
forall i,j=l,..., n. 
(iv) For any p.s.d. symmetric A E K,, q(A) Q 2 - 6,, with equality if 
and only if A = 1,. 
(v) ‘p attains a strict local maximum on K, at J,. 
For a matrix A, A(il j) denotes the matrix obtained from A by deleting 
the ith row and the jth column. 
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2. P-MAXIMIZING MATRICES 
The following lemma forms a basis for an averaging process under certain 
circumstances. 
LEMMA 1. Let A = [a i j] be a pmaximizing matrix on K, with row sum 
vector ( rl, . . . , T,), column sum vector (cl,. . . , c,), andlet lgs,t<nbesuch 
that s + t. Then 
(i) perA(i]s)-perA(ilt)= ifai,>O anda,,>O, 
(ii) perA(i]s)-perA(i]t)> ifa,,= anda,,>O. 
Proof. (i): Suppose that ai, > 0 and a,, > 0. Let E be a real number such 
that ]E] < min{ a,,, a,,}, and let A, = A + e(Ei, - E,,), where Eij stands for 
an n-square matrix all of whose entries are 0 except for the (i, j) entry, which 
is 1. Then, clearly, A, E K, and A, has row sum vector (rr,. .., r,,) and 
column sum vector (c;, . . . , c,!,) where c,‘=c~+E, cI=ct--E, and c(=ci for 
i # s, t. We also have 
perA,=perA+ [perA(ils)-perA(i]t)]e. 
Let 
?I n 
T= nri and c= nci. 
i=l i=l 
Then 
~(A,)=r+&(c~+.s)(c~-E)-perA, 
s t 
= r+&[c3ct+(ct-c3)s] -perA 
- [per’A(i/s) - perA(ilt)] e+ O(.?) 
- [perA(ils)- perA(ilt)] E+ O(E’). 
I 
0) 
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Thus we get 
c 
completing the proof of (i). 
(ii): Suppose that a,, = 0 and a,, > 0. If we choose E such that 0 < E < a,,, 
then A, E K,. Now, from (1) it follows that 
c 
by the maximality of A, which completes the proof of (ii). 
Indeed, the above lemma can be slightly generalized to 
(i)’ perA(iIs) - perA(klt) = r( i- jI-)+c( i-t] if ai, ’ 0, akt > O, 
n 
(ii)’ perA(ils) - perA(kIt) >r( ;-+( i-t) ifei,=O, o,,>O, 
where r and c are as in the proof of Emma l(i). 6e can give a similar proof 
by using AC = A •t e(Eis - Ekt). 
LEMMAS. Let A = [aij], (rl ,..., r,,), (cl ,..., c,), and s, t be the same as 
in Lemma 1. Zf 
perA(ils) - perA(ilt) = 
whenever a iS + ail > 0, then the matrix obtained from A by replacing each of 
the columns s and t with their average is also a pmuximizing matrix on i<,. 
A similar statement holds for rows. 
Proof. Let B be the new matrix gotten from A by averaging columns s 
and t, and let 
T= fir. 13 c=iq, and
i=l i=l 
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so that perA(ijs)= perA(ilt)+ h. Then 
perR = f 
[ 
ZperA + f: ai,perA(iIt)+ 5 a,,perA(ils) 
i=l i=l 1 
= f
[ 
2perA + 2 ai,[perA(ijs) - h] + i ai,[perA(iIt)+ h] 
i=l i=l 1 
4perA - i aish + i aith 
i=l i=l 
= perA + $(cS - c,)h, 
and 
- perA - f(c, - ct)h. 
Therefore 
i.e. cp( A) = ‘p(B), implying that B is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A = [a, ,..., a ,,I be a cpmaximizing matrix on K,, 
andkt 2<p<n.Ifal,..., up have thesame (O,l)-pattem, thenA(J,@Z,_,) 
is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,. A similar statement holds for rows. 
Proof. Let M, = (J2@Z,_,)(Zl@J2@Z,_,) * * . (I,_,cB./,). Then, by Lem- 
mas 1 and 2, A( M,@Z,_,) is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,. Now A(.&@ 
Lp)= hmk+m A( M,@ I, _ P)k is a q-maximizing matrix on K nr since the set 
of all cpmaximizing matrices is a compact set. n 
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Now, we are ready to prove the following 
THEOREM 1. If A is a positive ‘pmaximizing m~~~trix on K,, then 
n! 
(p(A)=2-- and A=J,. 
nn 
Proof. By Corollary 2.1, 1, = ],,A.!,, is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,. 
Thus cp(A)=cp(J”)=2- !/ n n”. To show A = I,, first consider the following 
n-square matrix 
[ 
l-(n-1)t t ... t 
x,= ; i . ’ 
l-(n-1)t t **a :I t 
where 0 < t Q l/(n - 1). Clearly, X, E K,. Define a real function f on the 
interval [O,l/(n - l)] by f(t) = 9(X,). Then 
f(t)=fP[l-(n-l)t]t”-‘+l-n![l-(n-l)t]t”-’ 
=(n”-n!)[tn-l-(n-l)t”]+l. 
Thus 
= (nn- n!)(n - l)tne2(1 - nt), 
which tells us that 
f(t)+)> i.e. 9(X,) < cp(L), 
for all t such that 0 < t < l/(n - 1) and t # l/n. Now, we are about to show 
that A is doubly stochastic. 
Let (Cl,..., c,,) be the column sum vector of A. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that cl > c, > * * * 2 c,. Notice that cl z 1, and also that if 
cl= 1, then cr= ... = c,, = 1. Suppose that cl > 1. Let B = J,A(I,@I,_,); 
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then B is a cpmaximizing matrix on K, by Corollary 2.1. On the other hand, 
B = x,, with 
o<t= 
n - cl n-l 1 
n(n - 1) 
< 
n(n-1) =C’ 
Thus, it follows, by the above observation for the function f, that ‘p(B) -C 
'p( I,), contradicting the maximahty of B. Therefore it must be that cr = 1 and 
hence cr = * * * = c,, = 1. Similarly that ah the row sums of A are 1 can be 
proved. So A is a doubly stochastic matrix. Thus we conclude that A = ], by 
the van der Waerden-Egory5ev theorem. n 
To prove our next lemma, we shall use Alexandrov’s inequality for 
permanents: 
(perA)‘~per[al,a,,a,,...,a.]per[a,,a,,a,,...,a.] 
for any nonnegative n-squure matrix A = [a r, . . . , a “1, which is a reformulation 
of the original one due to EgoryEev [ 11. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a pmuximizing matrix on K, with the column sum 
vector (cl,. . . , c,,), and let 1~ s < t < n. lf cs = c,, then the matrix obtained 
jknn A by replacing each of the columns s and t with their average is also a 
cpmaximizing matrix on K,. A similar statement holds for rows. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume (by permuting rows, if 
necessary) that A = [a ij] is of the form 
1 f 
al, 0 
a 
PS 6 
0 
Up+l,t 
A= 
0 
* * aw * 
a q+l,s aq+l,t 
aks akt 
0 0 
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ais> ifandonlyif i=l,..., p,q+l,..., k, 
a,,>0 ifandonlyif i=p+l,...,k. 
If 9 = 0, then columns s and t have the same (0, l>pattern, and hence the 
lemma is verified by Corollary 2.1. Suppose that 9 >, 1. Then, by Lemma 1, 
there is a nonnegative g-vector (hi,. . . , hq) such that 
perA(i]s) - perA(i]t) = 
- hi, l<i<p, 
h, 
1) p+1gigq. 
Noticealso that perA(i]s)= perA(i]t) for i = 9 +l,..., k. Now, Alexandrov’s 
inequality implies 
(perA) > i ai,perA(i]s) 
i=l i=l 1 
= i~lai,(PerA(ils)+hi)+ [ Ik a,, perA( i]s) i=p+l 1 
’ [( iI + i:+I) ui,perA(i(t)+ c i=~+IuitberAtilI)+hi)] 
ii 
perA+ 5 uithi 
i=p+l 
Since a,,>0 (i=l,...,p), a,,>0 (i=p+l,...,q) and (by Sinkhorn [3]) 
perA>O, it must be that h,= ... 
perA(i]s)= perA(i(t) for i = l,..., 
= h, = 0. Thus we have proved that 
k. Now the conclusion of the lemma 
follows from Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a cpmaximizing matrix on K, with column 
sum vector (cl,. . . , c,,), and let 2 G p G n. Zf cl = . . . = cp, then A(.Z,@Z,_,) 
is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,. A similar statement holds for rows. 
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THEOREM 2. If A is a row stochastic pnaximizing matrix on K,, then 
rp(A)=2-&,andA=J,,. 
Proof. Let B = _l,A. Then, by Corollary 3.2, B is a cpmaximizing matrix 
on K,. Since no column sum of A is 0, B is a positive matrix. Hence B = J, 
by Theorem 1. Therefore (p(A) = cp( B) = 2 - n!/n”. Moreover, since A and 
I3 = 1, have the same column sum vector, we see that A is, in fact, a doubly 
stochastic matrix. Thus it follows that A = I,,. n 
Because of Theorem 2, to prove the conjecture it suffices to show that 
every cpmaximizing matrix is row (or column) stochastic. In the next theorem, 
we shall show that every cpmaximizing matrix is one which is close to a 
doubly stochastic matrix, in the sense that the row and column sums approach 
1 as n+co. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a pmuximizing matrix on K, with row sum 
vector (rl,. . . , r,) and column sum vector (c,, . . . , c,). Then 
l-@<ri,cj<l+(n-l)E 
for all i, j = 1,. . . , 12. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that rr < ra Q . . . d r,. 
Then rl < 1, with equality if and only if rs = . . . = T,, = 1. So, in the case that 
r = 1, the theorem for row sums is readily verified. Suppose rr < 1. Then 
Since A is a cpmaximizing matrix on K,, we have 
By (l), we also have 
(2) 
inrri + ]fircj - perA< rri&ri + l< rrel-‘l+ 1. (3) 
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Now from (2) and (31, it follows that 
r,el-‘l> 1 - 6,, 
which is the same as 
where h = 1 - rl > 0, that is, 
Hence 
implying that h < m, i.e. that rl > 1 - J26, as required. 
Now 
n-1 
rn=n- c r,<n-(n-l)(l-@J=l+(n-l)d26,. 
i=l 
Thus we have proved that 
l-@F&<lS(n-l)K (i=l,...,n). 
Similarly for the cj’s. W 
In the following, we shall prove the conjecture for certain classes of 
matrices in K,. 
LEMMA 4 [3]. Let A = [ai j] be a positive semidefinite Hermitian corn- 
plex matrix of order n. Then 
perA 2 & iIjllri12 
whereri=C;,,aij (i=l,...,n) ands(A)=C;==,ri#O. 
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THEOREM 4. Let A E K, be positive semidefinite symmetric. Then cp( A) 
6 2 - a,,, with equality if and only if A = I,,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, we have 
cp(A)=2r-perA<2r-6,r2, 
where r = rl . . . r,,, and ri is the ith row sum of A for i = 1,. . . , n. Since 
for all r, 0 G r < 1, n > 2, we see that 
2r-S,r2<2-&, 
with equality if and only if r = 1. But r = 1 implies that rr = . . . = r, = 1, i.e. 
that A is doubly stochastic and perA = 6,. Thus, it follows that A = 1, by 
the van der Waerden-EgoryEev theorem. n 
Let Bd(K,) denote the boundary of K,, i.e. the set of all matrices of K, 
having at least one zero entry. 
THEOREM 5. The function rp attains a strict local maximum on K, at 1,. 
Proof. Let X=[rij]~Bd(K,), and let R=(r,,...,r,,) and C= 
(c r,. . . ,c~) be the row and column sum vectors of X respectively. Let e 
denote the n-vector (1,. . . , 1). For a real number t, let X, = tX +(l - t)],,. 
Then the row and column sum vectors of X, are (1 - t )e + tR and (1 - t )e + tC 
respectively, Define the functions g, h, p, and f by 
gtt)= zijl(l+(ri-l)f)~ 
h(t)=ifil(l+(ci-l)i)~ 
p(t) = per% 
and 
f(t) = g(t)+ h(t) - p(t) = cp(X,> 
42 
on the closed unit interval [0, 11. Then 
&)=&) i 
i=l 
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ri - 1 
1+(r, - 1)1 
and 
which imply that 
g’(0) = 0 and g”(0) = - III? - el/‘, 
where jI.Ij stands for the Euclidean norm. Similarly we can show that 
h’(0) = 0 and h”(0) = - IIC - el12. 
For the function p, we have 
P’(t)=~(~ij-~)~rX,(ij) 
i,j 
and 
By a sequence of elementary computations we can show that p’(0) = 0 and 
= (n - 0 
nn-2 (IF-U12--IF-el12-IF-el12) 
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by computing first that 
Ei i,j xii--i (ri+~j)=IIR-e~~2+IIC-el12. i 
Therefore we have shown that f’(0) = 0 and 
f”(0) = ( ‘“,;_;)! - 1 W - el12 + IV - 412) ) 
(n - 2)! 
- nn_2 IIX - JAI2 
<-(n-2)! 1 
nn-2 
(n - 2)l <o 
g=- n” 
since ri j = 0 for at least one (i, j). Now the conclusion of the theorem follows 
from the fact that K, is a convex set whose boundary Bd( K,) is compact. n 
REMARK. If A is a cpmaximizing matrix on Y,, then 
0 < perA d 6,. 
That 0 < per A is due to Sinkhom [A), FOP the upper bound of per A, if, on 
the contrary, per A > S,, then 
2-6,~ fir,+ fiq-perA 
i=l i-l 
implies that 
2<2+perA-44ri+ &<2, 
i=l 
where ri and cj, i, j=l.,.,, n, are respectively the ith row sum and jth 
column ‘sum of A, which is impossible. If, in particular, perA = a,,, then, 
necessarily, 
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implying that r, = - * * = rn = cl = . . * = c,, = 1, i.e. that A is doubly stochas- 
tic. 
In view of the above remark and Theorem 2, we see that the followings 
are equivalent. 
(i) Dittert’s conjecture: .I, is the unique cpmaximizing matrix on K,. 
(ii) Every cpmaximizing matrix on K, is row (or column) stochastic, 
(iii) Every cpmaximizing matrix on K, has permanent nl/n”. 
I wish to express sincere gratitude to my advisor Professor Richard A. 
Brualdi for the guidance, direction, and encouragement given to me in 
performing this work. 
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